Abstract Logistic regression is a statistical tool widely used for predicting species' potential distributions starting from presence/absence data and a set of independent variables. However, logistic regression equations compute probability values based not only on the values of the predictor variables but also on the relative proportion of presences and absences in the dataset, which does not adequately describe the environmental favourability for or against species presence. A few strategies have been used to circumvent this, but they usually imply an alteration of the original data or the discarding of potentially valuable information. We propose a way to obtain from logistic regression an environmental favourability function whose results are not affected by an uneven proportion of presences and absences. We tested the method on the distribution of virtual species in an imaginary territory. The favourability models yielded similar values regardless of the variation in the presence/absence ratio. We also illustrate with the example of the Pyrenean desman's (Galemys pyrenaicus) distribution in Spain. The favourability model yielded more realistic potential distribution maps than the logistic regression model. Favourability values can be regarded as the degree of membership of the fuzzy set of sites whose environmental conditions are favourable to the species, which enables applying the rules of fuzzy logic to distribution modelling. They also allow for direct comparisons between models for species with different presence/absence ratios in the study area. This makes them more useful to estimate the conservation value of areas, to design ecological corridors, or to select appropriate areas for species reintroductions.
Introduction
Logistic regression is a statistical tool that relates a binary dependent variable to a set of discrete or continuous independent variables. It is useful for making inductive inferences using a particular sample of data, in a way that the probability of occurrence of each state of the target variable may be deduced from the values of the predictor variables. Logistic regression has shown to be a powerful tool that produces robust models, and it is broadly used in the predictive modelling of species' distributions starting from presence/absence data (e.g. Romero and Real 1996; Bustamante 1997; Franco et al. 2000; Madsen and Prang 2001; Seoane and Bustamante 2001) .
However, classification success using logistic regression is sensitive to the relative proportion of presences and absences in the sample, independently of the fit of the model (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989, p. 147; Rojas et al. 2001) . The logistic function is symmetric by definition, and its inflection point corresponds to a probability (P) value of 0.5. This value is commonly used as a default threshold above which to assume that the model predicts species presence. However, when the proportions of presences and absences are not equal within the sample, the logistic regression output within the function's domain is not symmetrical, but rather deviates towards the extreme that has a greater number of cases (Rojas et al. 2001) . In this way, the probabilities are biased towards the state that is more frequent within the sample, but not necessarily as frequent outside it. In these situations, 0.5 is indeed the probability threshold above which presence is more likely than absence within the studied sample, but does not necessarily correspond to the environmental threshold (dependent on the predictor variables) above which presence is more likely than expected at random (i.e., than expected considering the presence/absence ratio in the sample). Consequently, if presences and absences are not evenly distributed in the studied territory, which is the most common situation, the probability values yielded by the logistic function cannot be considered to reflect actual environmental favourability.
A few strategies have been proposed to bypass this drawback when modelling species' distributions. One is to use subsets of data containing 50% presence (e.g. Brito et al. 1999) , but this implies discarding valuable information and requires the choice of one specific subset among all possible subsets of data, or else leads to the production of a number of different models to account for the same distribution. Besides, for species with a restricted distribution, with a very limited number of presences, there could be not enough data to build a significant model.
Other authors equilibrate the impact of presences and absences through a weighting procedure (e.g. Teixeira et al. 2001) , but this produces an alteration to the original data. The numbers of cases actually observed are artificially changed and the model produced is different from that which would have been obtained using the data as they are.
When discrimination is the main goal, one can also build the model using the whole dataset, determine the probability threshold at which most presences and absences are classified correctly, and take it as the cut-off point above which to consider that the model predicts the species to be present (Rojas et al. 2001; Barbosa et al. 2003) . However, the accuracy of the threshold obtained depends on how many probability intervals are analysed. Besides, the actual values produced by the model remain unchanged, so models for species with different presence/absence ratios (hence, different probability thresholds) cannot be directly compared, as the predicted values for commoner species will be generally higher independently of the actual environmental favourability. This is a problem if we aim to contrast distribution models for related species such as a predator and its main prey, or if we want to use environmental favourability for multiple species as a basis for defining important areas for conservation, such as potential diversity hotspots or areas of rarity.
In this paper, we propose using a modification to the logit equation to obtain from logistic regression a favourability function whose output values, based on all the distribution data available, are independent of the proportion of presences in the dataset. We tested this function on the distribution of an imaginary species in an imaginary territory, using both the whole dataset and samples with uneven presence/absence ratios. We also compared distribution models for two other virtual species with similar responses to an imaginary independent variable but with different presence/absence ratios in the imaginary territory, using both the probability and the favourability functions. Finally, we applied the favourability function to the distribution of the Pyrenean desman (Galemys pyrenaicus) in Spain. We discuss the implications of this procedure for its combination with fuzzy logic and for comparative distribution modelling.
Theoretical approaches
The logistic regression model has the form
where P is the probability of an event occurring (e.g., the probability of presence of a species), e is the basis of the natural logarithm, and y is a regression equation of the form
where α is a constant and β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β n are the coefficients of the n predictor variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n (Tabachnick and Fidell 1996, p. 127) . This linear regression is the logit or log of the odds
in the inductive logistic model, i.e., (2) is the (natural log of the) probability of the event occurring divided by the probability of it not occurring. Our proposal follows two different rationales. The first one is logical. The probabilities inferred using logistic regression are composed of two elements: the random probability of presence, which is given by the proportion of presences within the dataset, and the modification of this probability caused by the values of the predictor variables. The deductive use of logistic regression modelling deals mainly with this second element, as its aim is often to deduce the probability of presence outside the sample population (e.g. in a non-sampled part of the territory, or on a finer resolution scale) only in relation to the values of the predictor variables, without assuming any proportion of presences beforehand. We should therefore eliminate the first component, which can be achieved by subtracting from (2) the value of y that corresponds to the random expectation of presences (i.e., to the species' prevalence in the studied territory). This value is, according to (3), ln(P r /1 − P r ), where P r is the presence ratio (number of presences divided by the total number of cases) in the sample, which may also be written as ln(n 1 /n 0 ), where n 1 is the number of presences and n 0 the number of absences. The value resulting from the new logistic function is a measure of environmental favourability for the species, as it indicates how the presence probabilities differ from those expected at random.
The second rationale is mathematical. The estimation of α in (2) differs from those of β i in that it includes the term ln(n 1 /n 0 ), which is independent of the predictor variables (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989, p. 19) . This is the maximum likelihood estimate of α for a model with no predictor variables included in (2), or with no covariate effects (β i = 0, ∀ i ). In this way, α can be expressed as α 0 + α 1 , where α 0 = ln(n 1 /n 0 ) and α 1 is estimated iteratively according to the values of the predictor variables. Therefore, (2) may also be written as
where ln(n 1 /n 0 ) is constant throughout the iterative estimation procedure, and α 1 and β i are the parameters to be iteratively estimated. When logistic regression is performed on samples with different presence/absence ratios, the difference between their α terms is mainly due to α 0 (provided the β i parameters are equal between the models, i.e., assuming identical covariate effects). The term ln(n 1 /n 0 ) links (4) to the analysed sample, so the probabilities obtained are only applicable to the same sample from which the inductive inference was made. A favourability model should not be conditioned by the presence/absence ratio in the sample, so α 0 should be eliminated a posteriori, i.e., after the regression procedure, and the new y term should be
which would be the logit of the favourability model. As can be deduced from (1), (3) and (5), favourability values can be obtained directly from the probability values produced by logistic regression, using the formula
or, in another form,
In this way, when the number of presences equals the number of absences, F=P (cf. Eqs. (1) and (7)); if the number of presences is lower than that of absences, F>P; if, on the contrary, there are more presences than absences, F<P. The environmental threshold F=0.5 corresponds to the species' prevalence averaged over the entire sample, i.e., the amount "expected" under equal favourability everywhere. This procedure is equivalent to assigning the value F = 0.5 to the environmental conditions with which P is equal to the proportion of presences in the studied sample. In this way, the output value of 0.5 will always correspond to the same environmental threshold, whatever the proportion of presences in the sample.
Practical applications

Tests with virtual species
Our third approach is a demonstration based on the modelling of three virtual species' distributions. We made up a territory, which we divided into 200 equal-area squares, an imaginary independent variable x, and a species that shows a logistic response to that variable, implying that it is present in 50% of the squares (species 50). We then divided the study area into two complementary samples, one comprising 80 presences and 20 absences and the other comprising the remaining 20 presences and 80 absences of this species. We designed the samples so that they included nearly the same range of x values found in the whole territory. In Fig. 1 we show the imaginary territory, its division into two samples, and the distribution of species 50. We performed logistic regressions of this species' presence/absence data on x in the whole territory and in each of the two samples separately, and compared the results of applying these three models to the whole territory (Fig. 2) . When compared with the model obtained from the whole dataset (Fig. 2c) , we see the impact of relative prevalence on the estimated probability (Fig. 2a, b) . However, when we applied the favourability function, the three models yielded practically the same results, which in this case coincided with those shown in Fig. 2c .
In an analogous way, we made up two other species with a similar trend to be more frequent towards higher values of x, but one occurring in only 20% of the squares (species 20) and the other covering 80% (species 80) (Fig. 3) . The presence probability values obtained directly from logistic regression of their distributions on x were quite different, due to their different prevalence in the territory. Nonetheless, the F values obtained from their favourability functions were virtually identical, so reflecting their common trend to be more frequent than expected at random in the same areas of the territory (Fig. 3) .
Application to a real species
Finally, we illustrate the consequences of this procedure with a practical example using a distribution model for a real species in Spain. We used Galemys pyrenaicus presence/absence data on UTM 10 × 10-km squares, obtained from Palomo and Gisbert (2002) , to build a multiple logistic regression model using a set of geographical,
Species 50
Territory samples presence absence sample 1 sample 2 Fig. 1 Imaginary territory divided into equal-area squares, distribution of imaginary species 50, and distribution of the two uneven samples. The values of imaginary variable x increase from left to right and from bottom to top Fig. 2 Potential distribution of species 50 as given by logistic regression of presence/absence data on imaginary variable x, using data from each of the two samples and from the whole territory. Using the favourability function, the three datasets produced results indistinguishable from the ones on the third map
Sample 1 model
Sample 2 model
Complete model environmental and human variables. The variables and the methodology used are similar to those described by Barbosa et al. (2003) for the modelling of otter (Lutra lutra) distribution in the same territory. Using both the presence probabilities given by the logistic regression model, and the values resulting from our favourability function, we built potential distribution maps taking 0.5 as the threshold above which presence is more likely than absence, and high favourability maps using 0.8 as the threshold above which to assume that the environment is highly favourable, since the odds are higher than 4:1. The distribution of Galemys pyrenaicus in Spain and the potential distribution and high favourability maps produced by the probability and favourability models, respectively, are shown in Fig. 4 . The species' presence/absence ratio in the studied area is 463/4,704 (≈9% presences) and, consequently, the logistic regressionbased predicted probabilities are visibly dominated by the low baseline prevalence of Galemys pyrenaicus. The favourability model, on the other hand, more directly identifies spatial variations in the presence/absence ratio.
Discussion
Spatial modelling is a typical tool for assessing ecological responses of species to environmental conditions and predicting the evolution of their geographical distributions. The values of F do not reflect presence probability, but rather environmental favourability values, which are what distribution modellers are usually going after. Logistic regression models probabilities, but favourability is not simply the probability of presence but rather a description of local deviations from the overall probability of presence, that is to say, from prevalence.
Probability model Favourability model
Recorded presences Fig. 4 Recorded presences of Galemys pyrenaicus in Spain on 10 × 10-km UTM squares (Palomo and Gisbert 2002) , and predicted presences according to the probability (P) function derived directly from logistic regression, and to the favourability (F) function, considering thresholds of 0.5 and 0.8
As can be seen in (6), F is also a logistic function, so it assumes values ranging from 0 to 1. Thus, the F value may be considered as the degree of membership of the fuzzy set of areas favourable for the species, so that it may be used to apply the concepts, operations and rules of fuzzy logic to environmental modelling: for example, 1 − F corresponds to the degree of membership of the complementary fuzzy set of sites whose environmental conditions are unfavourable to the species; intersection can be used to identify areas simultaneously favourable to several species; and union can identify areas favourable to either of several species. These values also allow for directly comparing the degree of favourability for, for instance, a rare predator and a more common prey, which is more difficult to achieve using the original logistic functions, as the different proportions of presences for the two species bias their random expectations in opposite directions. A region may be equally favourable for both species, even if one of them is much less frequent due to its biology or behaviour. Besides, it makes little sense to obtain a probability of occurrence for a species in an area where it has in effect been recorded, whereas it is perfectly logical to label even as unfavourable an area where the species does occur. The favourability model is useful to elucidate biogeographical trends, as well as for practical purposes such as the design of ecological corridors, the assessment of the conservation value of territories, or the selection of the most suitable locations for species reintroductions.
